THE PROGRAM!

- MEDICAL ASSISTANCE by ORMS vis-à-vis the "Ideenschmiede"  
- The Buschtaxi Shop offers the finest merchandise for Toyota enthusiasts  
- Our Buschtaxi butcher Michel Gensler and his team cater you with good, homemade stuff - incl. breakfast with fresh buns!  
- Ice Master Peter offers homemade ice cream, waffles and Espresso  
- Private flea market: Simply lay down all the stuff you want to sell in front of your car and maybe list them on the bulletin board (at the entrance)  
- Roadbook Tour around Storndorf with only 2 miles 'on road': Road Book available at the entrance.

All the events take place in the Hall (at the entrance), the annex of the so called "Ideenschmiede" (that little pub on the area) and on the "Exhibition Area". Locations are given below, plan hangs out at the entrance.

NOTE: All events are held in German language, otherwise noted.

FREITAG

12:00 Q&A "Drivetrain and Lockers: Weaknesses, Diagnosis, Repair" with Jens Burk, Allrad KEBA (KEBA Trailer, Exhibition Area)  
12:00 Workshop "Navigation: Traditional or Digital?" with Jörg Gienapp (Navigattor, Exhibition Area)  
14:00 Demonstration "Upholstery" with Uwe Kirsie (right-hand of Catering)  
14:00 Q&A "Travelling Russia, Kasachstan, Kirgistan" with Robby Fuchs (Adventure Offroad, Exhibition Area)  
15:00 Presentation "Electric Cruiser" at Extrem Fahrzeuge (Exhibition Area)  
16:00 "Chit-Chat Long Time Travelling" with Peter, Sabine & Bernd, Burkhard, Enzo and everyone who wants to contribute (Annex of Ideenschmiede)  
16:00 Presentation "Wooden Cabins on Travel Vehicles" with Peter Kück (Hall)  
17:00 Workshop "Navigation: Traditional or Digital?" with Jörg Gienapp (Navigattor, Exhibition Area)  
17:00 Presentation "Cooking on Tour" with Margriet and Jan (Meeting Point: Fountain at the Ideenschmiede)  
17:30 Q&A "Australia" with Anja and Wolfgang Villing (Hall)  
19:30 Presentation "Iran - a Summer Family Holiday" with Peter Küsters (Hall)  
21:00 Presentation "1,000 Days in a Land Cruiser" with Margriet and Jan van Bekkum (English, Hall)

SAMSTAG

10:00 Q&A "Long Time Travelling" with Ute Vogel and Andreas Blase (Hall)  
10:00 Workshop "Drivetrain and Lockers: Weaknesses, Diagnosis, Repair" with Jens Burk, Allrad KEBA (KEBA Trailer, Exhibition Area)  
11:00 Presentation "Electric Cruiser" at Extrem Fahrzeuge (Exhibition Area)  
12:00 Q&A "Panamericanica" with Rico Ullmann (Hall)  
12:00 Workshop "Navigation: Traditional or digital?" with Jörg Gienapp (Navigattor, Exhibition Area)  
13:00 Workshop "Offroad Navigation with Tablets Part 1 - Introduction into the World of Offroad Navigation" with Andreas Woithon (Hall)  
14:00 Presentation "Upholstery" with Uwe Kirsie (right-hand of Catering)  
14:00 Q&A "Travelling Iran with your Own Car" with Robby Fuchs (Adventure Offroad, Exhibition Area)  
14:30 Workshop "Winch and Recovery" with Axel, Axel and Peter (rearward Hump on the Exhibition Area)  
15:00 Movie "Travelling the most beautiful Hill Roads of southern Balkan and northern Greece" with Inge and Jürgen Kostka (Hall)  
16:00 Workshop "Navigation: Traditional or digital?" with Jörg Gienapp (Navigattor, Händlmeile)  
16:00 Presentation "Rust Protection" with Gerd Cordes (Hall)  
17:00 Action on the Flex Ram + free Beer by Allrad KEBA (KEBA Trailer, Exhibition Area)  
19:30 Presentation "4 Months Asia with two Toyota Hilux" with Hanjo Kaminski (Hall)  
21:00 Presentation "Simbabwe, Sanatorium, South Seas, Simbabwe - one Year between Nightmare and Adventure!" with Globetrotter Rudi Kleinheinz (Hall)

SONNTAG

10:00 Workshop "Offroad Navigation with Tablets Part 2 - Maps, Waypoints and Routes" with Andreas Woithon (Hall)  
10:30 Q&A "Travelling Russia, Kasachstan & Kirgistan" with Robby Fuchs (Adventure Offroad, Exhibition Area)  
11:00 Q&A "Permission of Historic Cars" with Siggi Burk of Allrad KEBA (KEBA Trailer, Exhibition Area)  
11:30 Q&A "Travelling the Americas with a Dog" with Rico Ullmann (Annex of Ideenschmiede)
Welcome to the Buschtaoi Meeting 2017! Here's some more information about the process:

**EMERGENCY CALL** (direct line to Alexander): +49 176 54 36 36 01 03

**MEDICAL CARE** is provided 24 hours by ORMS (opposite of the little barn called "Ideenenschmiede")

BREAD ROLLS for Friday, Saturday and Sunday can be pre-ordered and picked up at the catering. The rolls are freshly baked every morning on the spot... and a complete breakfast is also available.

**PLEASE DISPOSE YOUR WASTE IN THE CONTAINERS PROVIDED FOR THIS PURPOSE** (behind the showers) and please don't leave anything behind in the meadows!

**FUNDSACHEN** please at the cash register, I will store them and then announce them in the forum.

ORMS has 24 hours of medical care / EMERGENCY (opposite the think tank).

Please observe the TERMS OF USE and of course the rules of a friendly cooperation. This includes among others:

- that at night you reduce the volume to a level that allows other participants (and especially the children) to find some sleep
- that no one runs riot (a few beers are no excuse!)
- that you leave the terrain as you found it (please do not leave any rubbish, wood, chocks, etc. lying around and don't pull any ditches with your tires - drive slowly and responsibly on the whole area!
- that no generators are running
- that you will be able to rely on your dogs, cats, rhinos, elephants etc. Pay attention and avoid incidents of any kind; on the premises of the BTT you must keep them on a lead (really sorry; but unfortunately I have to define this)
- that the instructions of the organizer and his assistants will be followed without discussion (!!!).

**In addition, the following terms of use apply:**

- Driving under the influence of alcohol is neither funny nor sensible and will not be tolerated.
- Areas closed by barrier must NOT be used.
- Please use only the marked areas.

In case of violation of the terms of use, an immediate admonishment must be expected (and I’m not joking). There will be no refund of the entrance fee.

Please take all of this seriously - we are responsible for our reputation in public (and especially in Stornorf!!) and the security of this event. If you have any problems, questions, suggestions, need to talk to me or wish to confess, please contact me.

I am always there for you, it's my job! : -)

I am looking forward to an interesting, cheerful, friendly weekend in the middle of the Buschtaoi Community!

Your "Netzmeister" (German word for 'webmaster') Alexander Wohlfarth

The fine print:
The organiser (provider) of the Buschtaoi-Treffen (‘BTT’) is the company Wohlfarth GmbH, represented by the managing director Alexander Wohlfarth. The event areas belong to the Stehr company, Angela Richterg and the city of Stornorf. The rules of use of the site owners and the regulations of the organizer apply.

In particular, I would like to point out:

1. The provider is liable without limitation for damages caused intentionally or by gross negligence, in the case of fraudulent concealment of defects, in the case of assumption of a quality guarantee, for claims based on the Product Liability Act as well as for injury to life, limb or health.
2. The provider is only liable for other damages if a duty is violated, the fulfilment of which makes the proper execution of the contract possible in the first place and on whose observance the participant may regularly rely (cardinal duties).
3. Parking of the vehicles and all equipment on the event grounds as well as driving on the grounds is at your own risk.
4. The organizer is entitled to expel persons who violate the rules of use or the rules of good cooperation or who are found on the grounds without a ticket, and this will happen without compensation. There is no entitlement to admission, it can be denied at any time without giving reasons.
5. The basic services for the visitors of the Buschtaoi meeting are the provision of the parking space, shower and washing facilities and toilets. There is no contractual claim to any other services beyond this.

By participating, the visitor accepts these terms of use.